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1. 1/2 yds. Fabric
2. 1/2 yds. Lining
3. 50" long chain link
4. 2- 3/4" "D" rings
5. 2- claw bag hardware clasps
6. 7" coordinating zipper
7. 18"x18" Fusible Fleece
8. 12"x13" Sew in thick Interfacing
9. 9"x9" fusible Interfacing light weight
10. Sewing machine
11. Serger optional
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Petal Bagu

Pins
Rotary mat and cutter
Hand needle and coordinating thread
Scissors
Iron
Safety Pin
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patterN pieceS
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A. 7" Front and Back circle template
B. 6 1/2" Front and Back circle Fleece template
C. Petal template
D. Petal fleece template

cuttiNg iNStructioNS:
A.
B.
C.
D.
e.
F.
g.
H.

2- 7" diameter Bag Front and Back FABRIC Circles
2- Front and Back LInIng Circles
2- 6 1/2" diameter FLeeCe Circles
1- Fusible Interfacing Circle
20- Petals FABRIC
10- FLeeCe Petals
1- 1 1/2"x13 1/2" gusset Strip FABRIC
1- LInIng
ng Fabric
2- 1 1/2"x8 1/2" Side Zipper strips
2- LInIng Fabric
2- 2 1/4"x3" D ring holders FABRIC
1- 3"x10" Petal Center FABRIC

u When

cutting petals fold fabric in half WS together this creates a front and
back petal that will line up nicely when sewing together.

1. Cut pattern pieces; A.-Front And BAck from FABric, Lining & pattern piece B.Circle out of Fusible FLeece And FusiBLe interFAcing as directed in Cutting Instructions.

2. Fusible Fleece & Interfacing; Iron Fusible Fleece to WS of Bag Back
circle (2a). Iron FusiBle interFacing
F
Facing
to WS of Bag Front (2b). Set 2nd Fusible Fleece
circle aside for after petals are sewn on Front FabrIC circle. (2c)

(2a)

(2c)

(2b)
WS of Bag Back

Fusible Fleece

WS of Bag Front
Fusible Interfacing

3. Petals; Take 2 pattern piece C. -PetAL
et s.

(3a)

With RS together, stitch scant 1/8” around curved
outward edge, corner to corner, leaving inside edge
of petal open for turning (3a).

4. Finishing Petals; Turn RS out and press.
Insert pattern piece D.-Sew in FLeece PetAL
et
piece
(4a) and stitch 1/4” from edge, all the way around

leave open

Fusible Fleece
X-tra piece for
Bag front Later

Scant 1/8" stitch

WS

(4a)

Stitch 'n Sew
Fleece

(4b)

(4b). repeat on all 10 petals. Set aside.
RS

RS

5. Petal Center; Take pattern piece H.- fold lengthwise RS together (5a), press. Open strip
back up and on bottom short end, turn under 1/4” Ws
W together, press (5a-5b). Fold strip back in half
RS together. at top short end, cut a slight curve as shown below (5c). Stitch 1/4” seam from curved
short end all the way down to opposite short end, Leaving short bottom edge open for turning (5d).
Turn RS out (using safety pin pinned to top end feeding it through and out open end). Press. Top
stitch 1/4” from seam, closing open end (5e).

(5a

(5b

width

(5c

top

(5e
stitch 1/4"
from raw
edges

WS

WS

RS

(5d

Raw edges

fold edge

Raw edges

fold edge

Length

WS

cut curve

turn RS
out, press
then top
stitch
all sides
RS

bottom short
end
turn under
1/4"

6. Practice Arranging Flower; Take Front FabrIC circle face up, place 6
petals along outer edge, (1/2” from raw edge). Overlap edges of petals, (its ok to pull petal
circle in tighter if needed to over lap edges nicely). Lay remaining 4 Petals on inside, making
sure they cover the inside edges of the outer row of Petals (6b). Now is the time to make
adjustments to your flower layout.

(6a)
1

(6b)
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7. Stitching Petals Down;
remove inner 4 Petals. Pin Outer
6 petals in place. Stitch down by
doing a continuous stitch 1/4” seam
along inside edges of all petals
(7a). repeat with inner row of 4
remaining petals (7b).
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6
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*Make sure to cover raw edges of

stitch around all petals
1/4” seam from inside circle.
Front of bag circle with
Fusible interfacing ironed
on WS

4

outer row with 4 inner petals.

Front of bag circle with
fusible interfacing ironed on
WS

(7b)

10

stitch around all petals
1/4" seam from inside
circle.

9

8

8. Stitching Petal Center; beginning with straight short end, fold edge over on it’s
self about 1/4”. roll once or twice, and hand stitch a secure stitch to keep center in place (8a).
Curve strip around center, twisting strip so top edge is now on the bottom (8b). This takes
some patience and playing with. Try a couple of different ways of wrapping the fabric around
the center until you are happy with the way it looks (8c). Hold it in the center of your flower
petals and see how it is going to look (8d). Stitch configuration with needle and thread.

(8b)

(8a)
RS

(8c)

hand stitch around
center strip to secure
shape of rosette

(8d)

note:

u Use machine or hand stitch center rosette on to

Bag Front center.
u Using a cotton cloth, iron remaining Fusible
Fleece piece to back side of Bag Front

9. Zipper sides; beginning with long side, turn under 1/2” WS together, press. repeat on
other strip (9a). Lay zipper face up, pin one ZIPPer SIDe (folded edge) RS up, to zipper
tape making sure the ends are at least 1/4” beyond the zipper stops at both ends. Pin, and
using a zipper foot, top stitch (9b). repeat on other side of Zipper. Set aside.

(9b)

(9a)

RS

WS
WS

zipper stop

RS

zipper stop

10. “D”- ring straps;

With RS together, fold D ring strip in half lengthwise. Press. Sew
1/4” seam along raw long edge (10a). attach safety pin and turn RS out. Press seam down
middle (10c), and top stitch 1/8” from both long edges (10d). Insert “D” ring (10e) and using
zipper foot stitch as close to “D“ as possible (10f). repeat on other strip.

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

(10d)

(10e)

(10f)

RS
WS

WS

WS

RS

RS
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11. Attaching Zipper, D ring strap and Side Strip; With RS up, lay SIDe
STrIP down, then place “D” rINg STraP on top with “D” ring facing center of side striP
approximately 1” in from raw edge (11a). Lay ZiPPer piece face down on top sandwiching “d” ring
strAP, line up short end with ZiPPer (11b). Open up, press, top stitch 1/4” from new seam. repeat
(11a-11c) on opposite end so you have a continuous circle SIDe STrIP.

(11a)

(11b)
stitch 1/4"
be mindful of
zipper stops

D-ring will hang
over edge

Zipper
WS
WS

RS

(11c)

RS

top stitch 1/4"
be mindful of
zipper stops

12. Attaching Side Strip to Bag Front; With RS together, pin side striP
to BAg Front. (Decide where you want your zipper to open on bag and make sure you
like the way your flower will hang). (12a). Stitch around entire BAg Front using 1/2” seam
allowance. Clip curves if you like, and finish or serge. Open Zipper and repeat step (12a) on
BAg BAck (12b). Turn bag RS out, set aside.
Bag Front

(12a)

(12b)
Bag Back

Side Strip
Pin RS
together around
outer edge very
well. Stitch
using 1/2"
seam allowance.

WS

13. Attaching Zipper opening Lining to Side Strip Lining;

repeat steps
(9) using Lining ZiPPer sides and Lining side striP omitting zipper (13a). repeat step (12)
attaching Lining BAg Front and Lining BAg BAck to side striP. Insert Lining into Fabric
bag, WS together. Pin side seams, and Lining Zipper Sides opening to Fabric Zipper Tape.
Stitch Lining to Zipper using matching or by hand if easier. attach claw hardware to chain
link shoulder strap and you are finished (13b)!

(13a)

Lining Zipper
Sides.

(13b)

(13b)

Stitch Zipper
Sides to Side
Strip- omitting
Zipper.

leave open for turning
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Front & Back
Cut 2 Fabric (outer circle)
Cut 2 Lining (outer circle)

B

Cut 2 Fusible Fleece (inner circle)
Cut 1 Fusible Interfacing (inner circle)

E.
F.
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G.
H.

Cut to
Measurements

1- 1 1/2"x13 1/2" Gusset Strip Fabric
1- Lining Fabric
2- 1 1/2"x8 1/2" Side Zipper strips
2- Lining Fabric
2- 2 1/4"x3" D ring holders Fabric
1- 3"x10" Petal Center Fabric

